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education

 

Italian | native
English | advanced

CREATIVE STRATEGY
Conceiving a strategy able to support brand 
needs to achieve goals, how? Defining your 
target audience and Identiyfing the actions you 
want your audience to take.

BRANDING
Creation of a strategy related to yours unique 
selling proposition
ans designing of all branding elements needed 
to communicate perfectly your brand. The 
definition of a brandbook with guidelines 

ILLUSTRAZIONE
Creation of images that perfectly fits text, copy 
and stories, according to your brand’s strategy

interests
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Cooking, which helps me focusing on 
manual activity, the ability of matching 
di�erent flavours and helps me develop-
ping my concentration skills.
Fitness training helps me with disciplin 
and persistence.
Travel enriches me from work and perso-
nal point of view.

2014-2015
Sole24Ore Master Degree - Web Editing & 
Web Design

2006-2009
Politecnico di Milano - Interior Design 
104/110

work languages

The dualism between creativity and pragmatism that has always characterised me, leads me to 
choose the journey to become a designer, where I develop technical skills and a strong creative 
process that starts from conceiving and lands into delivering the project as a whole.

I started my freelance trip in 2013 and in 2014 my multidisciplinary approach in graphics, 
communication, photography and storytelling attracted the founders of Foodation, a restaurant 
builder startup, with whom I started my collaboration with. My focus was building from scratch new 
brands and rebranding the existing ones, marketing and social media strategy and content 
production - for every online and o�ine channels.

The doors were open, so I started further collaborations with Pizzium, Tomarket, Kanpai, Albufera 
and Matanē and many more. Working closely with my clients, I took care for them of all the 
competitive landscape analysis by always keeping an eye on their campaigns and activities. 

Over the last 4 years I started illustrating and made some collaboration with brands like Pastiglie 
Leone, Italian's Keeps on cooking, Clivati, KITO ODV, (a non-profit association, engaged in a 
project of female empowerment in the Philippines ) and Milan Wine Week.




